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University of Science and Technology of China (USTC)

•
•
•
•
•

Located in Hefei, the capital of the Chinese Province of Anhui
National research university, founded in 1958
Approximately 15,000 students and 3,500 faculty members
C9 League member, a group of China’s top nine research universities
Times higher Education: 80th, 3rd in Mainland China, QS World University Rankings: 89th,
Nature Index 2019: 12th in the world
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1. Background
Why publish?
1. Scientific publication is an important form of recording, preserving,
communicating and disseminating scientific research results and
academic ideas
2. Publish or perish
- Scientific research results: If they are not published, they never exist.
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2. Scientific publication
The purpose of the scientific publication
A paper is an organized description of hypotheses, data and conclusions,
intended to instruct the reader. If your research does not generate
papers, it might just as well not have been done. “Interesting and
unpublished” is equivalent to “non-existent”.
George Whitesides, Adv. Mater. 2004, 16, 1375
There are three necessary steps in useful research：the first to begin it,
the second to end it and the third to publish it.
“Why published?” Michael Faraday
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2. Scientific publication
What is a scientific publication?
- American Association of Biological Editors:
An acceptable original scientific publication must be disclosed for
the first time and provide sufficient information to enable
colleagues to:
(1) Evaluate the value of the observed data;
(2) Repeat experimental results;
(3) The academic evaluation of the entire research process;
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2. Scientific publication
The quality of a scientific publication
- Journal like to publish papers that are going to be widely read and
meaningful to the readers
- Widely read:
- Perfectly written, without obvious grammatical errors and typos
- Broad spectrum
- Well-organized
- Concise and complete in their presentation
- Meaningful:
- Significant (X routine extensions of previous works)
- Thinking outside the box, on the basis of science
- Comprehensive with proper evidence
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3. Structure
Structure of a scientific paper
- Title
- Abstract
- Introduction
- What are you going to do?
- What do you do?
- Why do you do it?
- Materials and methods
- How did you do it?
- Results
- What did you find?
- Discussion
- Your explanation of the results obtained
- Conclusion
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3. Structure
Title
- Attracting readers. The title is equivalent to the "label" of the paper. If the
title is improperly expressed, it will lose its due role and make readers who
really need it miss the opportunity to read the paper.
- Helping document tracking or retrieval. The title of scientific and
technological papers should conform four characteristics including
Accuracy, Brevity, Clarity and inDexibility (ABCD).
Accuracy: Accurately reflect the content of the paper.
Brevity: Preferably within 15 words.
Clarity: Clearly reflect the specific content and characteristics of the article,
strive to be concise and effective, and highlight the key points.
inDexibility: Searchable by the search engine.
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3. Structure
Title (Example)

Lack of accuracy and clarity
Storage condition-dependent surface state evolution
nanocrystals and its role in the catalytic performance

of

Pd

Time-Dependent Surface Evolution of Pd Nanocrystals and Its
Role in Controlling Catalytic Performance
Lack of brevity
Aza-CMP-Induced Photothermal Effect for Benzyl Alcohol
Oxidation under Simulated Sunlight Using Bimetallic AuPd
Catalyst
Aza-CMP-Induced Photothermal Effect on Bimetallic AuPd for
Benzyl Alcohol Oxidation
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3. Structure
Abstract
- Short and concise, clear and specific.
- Short: generally 100-300 words (depending on the type of abstract);
- Concise: refers to extracting the essence of the original text, without extra
words;
- Clear and specific, refers to clear meaning, unambiguous, no vague and
general words, useful qualitative and quantitative information.
- Use standardized terms as much as possible, instead of uncommon symbols
and terms. Do not simply repeat the information already in the title, and never list
paragraph headings instead of abstracts.
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3. Structure
Keywords
- Keywords are words or phrases selected from papers to meet the needs of
document indexing or retrieval.
- Keywords include two parts: subject words and free words: subject words are
words or phrases selected from the main natural language vocabulary and
standardized for document indexing or retrieval; free words are unstandardized
words or phrases in the thesaurus have not yet been included.
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3. Structure
Introduction
- The reason, purpose and background of the research. Including the question,
the research object and its basic characteristics,
- what work the predecessors have done on this problem,
- what are the shortcomings;
- what problem they hope to solve,
- what is the effect and significance of the solution;
- what is the background of the research work
- Theoretical basis, experimental basis and research methods. If you follow the
known theories, principles and methods, you only need to mention a single
item or note the relevant literature. If new concepts or terms are to be
introduced, they should be defined or clarified.
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3. Structure
Methods
- The expression of materials mainly refers to the description of the source, nature and
quantity of the materials, and the selection and processing of materials.
- The expression of the method mainly refers to the explanation of the experimental
instruments and equipment, as well as the experimental conditions and test methods.
- The main points of writing are: experiment object, name, source, nature, quantity,
selection method and processing method of experiment material, experiment purpose,
instrument and equipment used (including model, name, measurement range and
accuracy, etc.), experiment and measurement Methods and processes, problems and
measures taken, etc.
- As scientific and technological research results must be tested, the purpose of
introducing these contents clearly is to enable others to repeat operations.
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3. Structure
Results
- This is where the value of the thesis lies and is the key part of a paper. It involves
giving the results and analyzing the results quantitatively or qualitatively.
- The main points of writing are:
- organize the experimental results by drawing and/or list (when necessary),
- explain the reliability, reproducibility and universality of the results
- compare the experimental results with the theoretical calculation results.

Materials science
characterizations
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3. Structure
Discussion
-

-

The main points of the writing are:
- explain the research results obtained,
- explain the significance of the results,
- point out the similarities and differences between your own results and the previous
research results or opinions,
- discuss the unconfirmed and opposite results,
- propose the research direction and problems.
- the author's own opinions based on the research results.
The most important thing is to highlight new discoveries and new inventions, and explain the
inevitability or contingency of research results.
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3. Structure
Reference
- Proper attribution to the previous works.
- A reference to the source of information used in your research.
- The purpose of a reference is usually to provide support or evidence for what you are
saying; it tells the reader where this support or evidence can be found, and it typically
does this by providing a reference to a bibliography, a list of detailed bibliographic
information provided at the end of your document.
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4. Research ethics
Research ethics
Don’t
- Plagiarism
- Use of selective/fraudulent data to support hypothesis
- Duplicate submission
Only the paper with good research ethics will be respected by scientific
community. Also, sooner or later, the ethical violations get exposed.
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4. Research ethics
Research ethics
Plagiarism
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4. Research ethics
Research ethics
Use of selective/unreliable data
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4. Research ethics
Research ethics
Duplicate submission
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5. Citations
Why one paper needs to be cited?
“A research study is meaningful only if someone else uses it in his/her studies.
For this to happen a paper has to be written in a way that arouses other
scientists’ interest and allows others to reproduce the results. Only an
understandable study can be reproduced. Only a reproducible work enables
others to follow the lead. The number of scientists following the lead is a
measure of the impact of a research study. Thus, in a way, a research study has
to make a ‘sale’ to other scientists.”
Prof. Yaoqi Zhou.
Indiana University School of Informatics
A paper is meaningless if no one reads, uses and cites it.
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5. Citations
Why is it important?
For a journal:
- An indicator of journal quality (impact factor)

- ESI highly cited journal
2019.09 ESI highly cited journal
Num.

Journal name

Publication number

Citation
numbers

Citation/Publica
tion

Num. highly
cited paper

1

Nature

9211

1793490

194.71

3721

2

Science

8549

1491402

174.45

3135

3

JACS

28536

1805989

63.29

2345

4

Nat. Comm.

29622

1157553

39.08

2224
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5. Citations
Why is it important?
For a scientist:
- an indicator of an author's scientific impact
-

h-index
ESI Highly Cited Papers (top 1% of papers by field)
ESI Highly Cited Researchers
etc.
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5. Citations
Why is it important?
For a scientist:
- obtaining PhD degree in 2018 and starting my research career for 2
years
-

Total citations >10,000 times
Hired by USTC
16 ESI Highly Cited Papers (top 1% of papers by field)
2 Chinese most influential papers
h-index of 26
Some funding and awards
etc.
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5. Citations
Why one cites your paper?
•

QUALITY and VALUE are at the heart of the scholarly communication system.
Journals do not want:

–
–
–
–
–

Reports of no scientific interest
Work out of date
Duplications of previously published work
Incorrect/unacceptable conclusions
“Salami” papers: datasets too small to be meaningful
“Just because it has not been done before is no justification for doing it
now. ”
– Peter Attiwill, Editor-in-Chief, Forest Ecology and Management

“How to Write a World Class Paper” Elsevier Author Workshop
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5. Citations
How to get cited?

Characteristics of a highly cited article: A machine learning perspective，
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Research paper)
New explanation

Cited 1181 times since 2014
WOS highly cited paper
- Proposing “surface junction” to explain the photogenerated charge carrier transfer between
{001} and {101} facets of TiO2.
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Research paper)
New characterization technique

Cited 267 times since 2019
WOS highly cited paper
- Developing the “in situ irradiated XPS” technique to confirm the direct Z-scheme
photogenerated charge carrier mechanism between the TiO2 and CdS.
Catalysts 2019, 9, 999
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 2019, 79, 383
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Research paper)
New characterization technique

Cited 955 times since 2013
WOS highly cited paper
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Research paper)
New preparation technique

Cited 155 times since 2018
WOS highly cited paper
- Utilizing the Ti elements on the Ti3C2 for in situ growth of TiO2 on its surface

Chem 2019, 5, 18–50
Small 2019, 15,
1804736
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Research paper)
New preparation technique

Cited 226 times since 2017
WOS highly cited paper
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Review paper)
Comprehensive

Cited 1077 times since 2018
WOS highly cited paper
- Summarizing the development of heterojunction system in photocatalysis
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Review paper)
Comprehensive

Cited 609 times since 2017
WOS highly cited paper

- Summarizing the development of surface modification strategies for enhancing
photocatalytic CO2 reduction performance of TiO2
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5. Citations
How to get cited? (Review paper)
Different point of view

Cited 327 times since 2017
The most cited paper for small methods
- Summarizing the characterization techniques for confirming the presence of direct Zscheme structure between two different semiconductors.
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Thanks for your attention
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